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Solar Eclipse Ends
Thank you for coming!3:00 pm

Witness the "Ring of Fire"
LIVE screening of Eclipse for the full “Ring of Fire” experience! 
See you at Marina Barrage Green Roof B.

WARNING: You MUST always wear protective solar eclipse 
glasses to view the entire event (at a total solar eclipse, observers 
can remove their solar eclipse glasses during the short totality)

1:22 pm

Solar Eclipse Begins
A group of fervent hobbyists from SingAstro, with more than 20 years of 
experience in astronomy and astro-imaging, would be gathering at Marina 
Barrage Green Roof B with their equipment to share this amazing experience to 
as many people as possible. Take a peek through their lenses, to see what the 
natural eye can never capture. Don't miss it!

WWARNING: You MUST always wear protective solar eclipse glasses to view the 
entire event (at a total solar eclipse, observers can remove their solar eclipse 
glasses during the short totality)

11:34 am
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 Welcome Walkies to Marina Bay
Eclipse Viewing & Fringe Activities

Welcome to Marina Bay! Head off to
Marina Barrage Green Roof B for an 
education showcase of the Eclipse 
and studies of the planets, stars
and the galaxy. Drop by Marina
Barrage Courtyard for food,
bebeverages, and 

10:30 am

 Walk with your Brollie
Join us for a casual and enjoyable stroll through the gardens. We will 
start from Marina South Pier MRT to Marina Barrage Courtyard. Bring 
along your favourite brollies and see you at the first-ever "Walk with 
your Brollie".

10:00 am
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